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Rational Functions Project   

Project for Rational Functions:  

Application of Rational Functions: If you want to know why it is important to 

understand Rational Functions, consider the following.  

This application is a Cost-Benefit Model. A utility company burns coal to 

generate electricity. The cost C (in dollars) of removing p amount (percent) 

of the smokestack pollutants is given by:   

                𝐶(𝑝) =
80,000 𝑝

(100−𝑝)
 

Is it possible for the company to 

remove 100 percent of the 

pollutants? Discuss why or why not, 

and support your response by using 

algebraic analysis on the given 

model. Remember to write in 

complete sentences. No es posible 

porque es imposible eliminar el 100 

% de los pollutants porque sustitullendo en la ecuación te dara indefinido.  

What happens if the company does try to remove 100 percent of the 

pollutants? Will the company be successful at doing so, or will the attempt 

end in failure, that is, will it be too much expense for the company? Explain 

your thoughts and remember to write in complete sentences. Seria un error 

completamente intetnytar hacer esto porque si la compañia lo hace entre 

se acerquen mas al 100% los precios incrementarían demasiado. 

Make a graph to show what the consequences of the last question would 

be. Pick your scale carefully so that all the information you want to discuss is 



visible on the graph. Remember to label the axes and show units and tick 

marks. Show the vertical asymptotes as dashed lines and label them. Then 

discuss their impact on the company’s expense (Explain). There are 

numerous interactive graphing resources on the Internet that can be used. 

Google it!)

 

 

Tubimos que reducer un poco la ecuecion para poder ver el 

comportamineto de la grafica  

 This project is slightly adapted from one written by a Professor Rust. I do not know who he or 

she is so I cannot give more complete credit than that.  

SOURCE:  http://graybeard.wikispaces.com/file/view/Rational_Functions_Project.pdf 



 


